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1) Discussions about next steps and (reviewed?) project road map
From our last meeting:
To recall: Our basic approach has been to use EN15628, but it lacks better headings /
framework and it lacks some topics. To overcome what is lacking we will use EN17007
for headings / framework and to add topics we feel are missing. Also, we will have the
BoK “headlines” as “additional perspective”. Based on this we will create questions. Do
we want to change this approach? … and then how?
Before the meeting Torsten had sent out general documents about the project.
Before the meeting a proposal was made to stick to the approach mentioned above, but to
add a new perspective based on ideas from the Swedish team which has a considerable
experience in maintaining and running a certi ication process in recent decades. In that case
we need a strong lead from the Swedish team making a transition into this altered roadmap.
At the meeting the following was discussed:
● How “deep” shall the project go. Shall we take the current European educational
system / competencies” for technicians (mechanics, electricians, …) as “given” and
add maintenance topics on top of that? Or shall we reach deeper?
● Subjects should be coordinated across
● How shall we proceed? Wherefrom will we create the bulk of the subjects?
○ EN17007
○ From another source … what source?
○ “White paper” approach, where this team will create the subject list

Torsten suggested he would send a proposal after the meeting, proposing where to go from
here. Those of the project team that will be in Stockholm in the beginning of October will sit
down and try to craft a revised road map.

2) Next meeting, action list and other items
We have other items that needs to be addressed, but they were not addressed now.

